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Coronal sky time in June was 16% of the possible sunlight hours, 
and the quality of the sky began to drop from I and II down to 
III and IV as usually happens this time of year. The seeing 
improved near the end of the month - as is expected for summer
time* Activity remained very low*
Dick Fisher has brought the spectrograph from the lab in Boulder 
back to Climax (it is the original Climax spectrograph) where it 
is being used to0tuna and check the bandpass of the new short slug 
Halle and the 3 a filter. With this nore exact tuning possible, 
the pictures through the 16 inch are showing detail nearly com
parable to what we got with the full Halle sftug ia the past, and 
of course the speed is such gr&ater. With activity and events on 
the sun so rare nov much of the effortswith the 16 inch are concen
trated on obtaining good seeing and high quality pictures for Pick's 
work.
The tentative schedule on the spectrograph for the 16 inch Is for 
it to be brought to Climax on 27 July, then Installation will begin 
on the 28th.
Charlie Hyder has taken his polarimc-ter to California with the 
intent of improving and generally reworking it. It should be back 
near the end ox July. It will be much more complicated to use it 
once the spectrograph installation starts - may well even be im
possible.
An attempt was made to obtain a Ions series of slitless observations 
of a prominence in IO83O - Dick Fisher will make a movie of them 
if we can shoot them* The try was unsuccessful this first time, 
though. Besides surveys on about one-third of the days, observations 
with the 5 inch were pretty much limited to spicules (one very good 
set on H,k and D̂ , and several trys on IO83O) and work on Andy's new 
tripiet-sin£let~program. This new program is aimed at comparing the 
triplet and singlet levels of a number of fainter prominence lines.
Don Liebenberg from Los Alamos was up two different weekends operating 
his pressure-scanned interferometer attempting to get profiles of 
the green line in the corona. Everything seems to work fine for him 
except that there just is no corona bright enough for him to be sure 
that he is seeing it* He plans several more trips before the spectro
graph installation runs him out.
A number of new employees started at Climax this montht

Bob Fries from New York started and stayed only two days - the 
altitude troubled him too much.
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Jerry Armstrong is the summer help this year. He comes from the 
state of Washington and is working on a degree in Physics.
Ke has a years experience, or rather a summer's experience, 
at Lowell Observatory.

John Kirkpatrick is a permanent staff member, and comes to Climax 
fresh out of graduate school at C. U. where he is completing 
his masters in Physics. John is living off site in Frisco 
and commuting to work each day. His wife is in graduate school.

Charlie Ross is also a permanent staff member, and is also fresh 
out of C. U* where he just completed his bachelor,s in 
Physics. He has been working full time for Ball Brothers 
while going to school before coming to Climax. He is 
married and has three children, and will live in the Wollander 
house when I leave in August.

We are still looking for another observer to fill out a staff of five.
Bob Lee is also looking for an electronics an to live in the Climax 
area, and he has a large number of applicants for the position.
Two trailers have been leased for use as guest housing at Climax. These 
are small two-bedroem trailers, 8 feet by 35 feet. They are expected 
at Climax next week.
Summer is here and nearly all the snow is gone even in the shady places.
It may be hard to find a s nov/bank to cool the beer in for Fourth of July, 
but it is pleasant to see the ground agtiin. When the snow melts, we 
always find a let of things that did not get picked up before the first 
snow last fall - things like toys and tools, and this year we even 
found two tourists that had gotten caught.


